
My name is Glen Hardie, 9 Court St , West Wyalong 2671 and I have been farming for 67 years and 
trust that my age is considered an advantage in regard to a valid opinion instead of the common view 
today that one needs to be disqualified if one is passed having an "acceptably progressive viewpoint" 
by reason of age. 
My Grandfather was a pioneer who succeeded by milling the pine on his land and so respected the 
native growth that he saved lines and a block of 20% as it was. My Father also cleared a block and 
saved about 20% as was. Also planting shelter trees. 
I have adopted a similar attitude and revelled in the results.  
But the current laws are impractical because they were impacted by people whose aims are different 
from the practical people on the ground.  
We have areas of thick pine which need thinning because they are causing the soil to erode and form 
a monoculture which we all know to be undesireable. Thinning this to make it stabilise should be a no 
brainer.  
It happened by an unnatural event. Rabbits madeland bare. A wet year germinated thick seed when 
rabbits were decimated. It will take many tens of years to thin it by natural attrition, and then the 
damage will have been done . 
Blow the "Greens." Their whole philosophy has a suspect basis, and they do their stuff in partial 
ignorance, but lots of vindictive enthiusiasm.   
  
Another point is that it is sometimes necessary to remove a tree or trees to stop erosion being caused 
by an eternal bare area. There can always be a better place to have them. 
  
And all the time we are debating, destruction on a grand scale is going on as world companies are 
dead set on bending Australian agriculture to Northern Hemisphere image, because within that, they 
can market chemicals and other goods as they are used to. 
So we lose tree lines and clumps, and fences needed for stock because stock are not part of a winter 
freeze up scene as overseas,  and the houses, yards, personality and people who grew up real 
Australians. 
Then the areas of crop are monoculture, dangerous for disease in the future, and there is no place for 
wildlife as we know it, or even the soil organisms that have been part of the  bush, grazing, cropping 
regime. 
  
Thank you. G Hardie 
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